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Volna: Titanium Grade 5 expertise
Expert in the mastery of titanium G5 – a metal that is particularly difficult to machine – Volna
has triumphed with the very complex construction of the Typhoon Siberia in this high-tech
material which gives it both strength and lightness. The case, bezel, crown and push-pieces
are all executed in titanium grade 5 in two series each limited to 125 examples. Here
exclusivity and technical expertise go hand in hand.
Highly technical, virile and sporty, the new Typhoon Siberia chronograph from Volna in
titanium grade 5 has the exclusivity that is to be expected of every exceptional object. It
allies a modern, ultra-light, rugged construction with great legibility and high precision
functionality. It is also demonstrates Volna’s perfect command of the techniques of
machining complex, high-tech materials including titanium G5, a metal which is twice as
light but paradoxically twice as tough as steel. The difficulty of machining it is why this
material is relatively little used in watchmaking.
Normally used in the medical field because it is nickel-free, in addition to its lightness,
titanium grade 5 has the advantage of being completely hypoallergenic. The Typhoon
Siberia chronograph from Volna has a three-piece case worked with a concern for perfection
which only the greatest makers can boast of. The alternation of polished, satin and microbead finishes requires very special skills to carry out the work on each of the elements which
play a part in the composition of this top-of-the-range timepiece.
A sports watch par excellence, every detail of this chronograph has been carefully thought
out to combine efficiency and ease of use. The shaped crown is easy to grip and is marked
with directional indications. It is connected to the security indicator on the dial which
confirms that the case is water-resistant again after the crown has been operated. The hands
and the applied oversize numerals and markers are coated with the red Superluminova that
is characteristic of the brand. The chronograph functions, security indicator and date are
particularly easy to read, being set in applied ruthenium panels satin-finished and angled by
hand. The notched unidirectional bezel is quick to grasp and easy to control. Similarly, the
generously sized push-pieces pick up the faceted forms of the horns and the crown, giving
this timepiece a very exclusive aesthetic and dynamic.
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Within the 46.5-mm case, Volna has mounted a high-precision chronograph movement for
these two editions limited to 125 examples. One edition is in titanium grade 5 polished and
satin-finished while the other is in titanium grade 5 blackened with double carbon treatment
which provides unequalled resistance.
Testimony to the exceptional expertise in the working of titanium accumulated by Volna’s
machining unit, the two limited editions of the Typhoon Siberia Titanium will be available in
the summer from all the brand’s retailers.
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Typhoon Siberia SHCI (Security Hand Chronograph Indicator)
Titanium Limited Editions

VTS-SHCI-S002

References available
VTS-SHCI-S001 :
125 pieces - Case in Titanium G5, black dial with red numerals
VTS-SHCI-S002 :
125 pieces - Case in Titanium G5, with double black carbon treatment, black dial with red numerals
Functions
Hours, minutes, date
Chronograph with centre seconds hand, 30-minute and 12-hour counters
Security indicator to check proper closure of the crown
Unidirectional rotating bezel for calculating the duration of immersion
Movement
Volna calibre VM-94-01
Diameter 13¼ lignes
Automatic mechanical
Incabloc® anti-shock system, Glucydur® balance, 28,800 vibrations/hour
Power reserve 42 hours
Patented system
Spring-loaded Security Indicator, which by reading the dial clearly indicates the proper closure of the
crown, thus ensuring that the water-resistance of the watch is maintained.
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Case
Consisting of 3 pieces made of Titanium G5, the grade used in medical technology, anti-magnetic and
hypoallergenic since it is completely nickel-free, the blackened version has undergone double carbon
treatment. Titanium has the advantage of being twice as light as stainless steel while being twice as
tough.
Diameter
Water-resistance

: 46.5 mm
: 300 metres

Titanium back with 3D propeller engraved in the solid
Identity plate set in the case band with inscription Limited Edition Typhoon SHCI 1/125
Unidirectional bezel with graduated scale machined from the solid and applied indexes coated with
luminous material between 12 o’clock and 3 o’clock.
Dial
Matt black
Complications plate in applied satin-finished ruthenium
Red luminous applied numerals and markers
Red luminous hour and minute hands
Crystal
Cambered sapphire 2.5 mm thick with anti-reflective treatment on both sides
Strap
Real rubber with hand stitching
Buckle in blackened titanium G5 with double tongue
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